
STEAM THROUGH THE 
WEST WITH LEGENDARY 
STARS AND EPIC TALES 
 
Embark on a riveting journey through the 
Wild West each Sunday in June, as INSP 
presents a lineup of Western classics 
where iron horses meet iron-willed heroes. 
Discover the intrigue and daring of The Great 
Locomotive Chase starring Fess Parker and 
Slim Pickens; witness Charles Bronson’s 
undercover exploits in the rugged Rockies 
of Breakheart Pass; and ride alongside John 
Wayne in his thrilling quest for justice in The 
Train Robbers. The action only intensifies 
with Audie Murphy defending a woman’s 
honor in Gunpoint, and it culminates in 
a dramatic showdown in Rio Lobo. Each 
film delivers a potent mix of adventure 
and drama, set against the backdrop of 
America’s expansion by rail. Get your ticket 
to adventure and climb aboard!

RIDE THE RAILS OF ADVENTURE IN OUR 
TRAIN-THEMED MOVIE MARATHON

THE GREAT LOCOMOTIVE CHASE 
SUNDAY, JUNE 2 | 9PM  
FESS PARKER, JEFFREY HUNTER & SLIM PICKENS
Based on a true story, during the Civil War a Union Army spy and his men volunteer 
to steal a Confederate train and drive it to Union territory. Their scheme is put in 
danger when the conductor of the stolen train becomes determined to stop them.

GUNPOINT 
SUNDAY, JUNE 23 | 9PM  
AUDIE MURPHY, JOAN STALEY & EDGAR BUCHANAN
A greenhorn Colorado sheriff and his motley posse are determined to catch a gang 
of vicious train robbers and the woman they kidnapped. Will the sheriff decide to 
illegally confront the gang in New Mexico? The woman’s life may rest on his decision.

BREAKHEART PASS 
SUNDAY, JUNE 9 | 9PM  
CHARLES BRONSON, BEN JOHNSON & JILL IRELAND 
Posing as a captured fugitive from justice, a frontier undercover agent boards a 
train headed through the Rocky Mountains to Nevada, determined to capture a 
ruthless gang of outlaws.

RIO LOBO 
SUNDAY, JUNE 30 | 9PM  
JOHN WAYNE, JENNIFER O’NEILL & JACK ELAM 
A Civil War veteran searches for the traitor who caused the death of a close 
friend. When the veteran’s quest brings him to Rio Lobo, he quickly learns the 
man he seeks is in control of the town.

THE TRAIN ROBBERS  
SUNDAY, JUNE 16 | 9PM  
JOHN WAYNE, ANN-MARGRET & RICARDO MONTALBAN 
A seasoned gun-hand is hired by a widow to f ind gold bars stolen by her late 
husband, so that she may return them and have a fresh star t .

STARTING SUNDAY, 
JUNE 2ND | 9PM ET


